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Hilary Jeffery (trombone and electronics)

The follow up to UK trombonist Hilary Jeffery’s astounding debut solo recording Solo Trombone & Electronics displays this hugely creative musician’s developments since 2003. Recorded in the Netherlands (Amsterdam, Utrecht and Haarlem), Jeffery has produced an exceptional set of eight tracks that explore this often underused instrument, combining and interweaving electronics to dramatic(yet subtle) effect. This iCd is a fine display of a truly gifted experimentalist.

Tracklistings
1. Procession 5:21
2. Red Robes 7:33
3. Goodbye Ghost 4:45
4. Jump To The Stars 20:39
5. SexWeb 5:50
7. Announcement 6:23
8. Home Is When The Heart Opens 6:55
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hilcave (amsterdam) by hilary jeffery
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